27 April 2011 (Wednesday)

**HAVE A GIFT OF GAB? Be a radio jockey**
1. The participants are required to prepare a script directed towards public welfare and awareness.
2. The participants in no way should disclose the name of the school.
3. The criteria for judgement will be content, voice modulation and presentation.
4. For any clarification please contact: **Ms Priyanka Kakkar (9873090931)**
   **Ms Ritu Singh (9560444944)**

**lok parv - folk song competition**
1. Only traditional songs are allowed. (Film songs will not be entertained).
2. Recorded tracks not to be used.
3. No electronic instruments are allowed.
4. Minimum three accompanists are allowed.
5. The criteria for judgement will be sur, taal and co-ordination.
6. For any clarification please contact: **Mr Suman Jha (9255253600)**

**Know thy SCIENTIST**
1. Each team should prepare a power-point presentation on the works and achievements of any scientist chosen by them (Indian or foreign).
2. Two students should prepare the presentation. One of them will run the slides and other will present it in front of the audience.
3. The following points will be covered in the PPT:
   a) Name/birth/death details
   b) Life history
   c) Important inventions/discoveries
   d) Honours & Awards received
   e) Famous/Important quotes
   f) The last slide should include the names of both the participants.
4. The criteria for judgement will be content, co-ordination and presentation.
5. For any clarification please contact: **Ms Maninder Kaur (9818439086)**
   **Ms Archana Bindal (9818303048)**

**Eco expo - poster making competition**
1. Choose any one topic:
   a) Globalisation
   b) Food Security
   c) Human Capital Formation
   d) Consumer Rights
2. One full cartridge sheet (21"X29" approx.) will be provided.
3. The participants will bring all other drawing material - pencil, eraser, scale, paints (any medium), sketch pens, water mug, brushes, drawing board, etc.
4. Pasting of any material (pictures, beads, glazed paper, etc) is not allowed.
5. The criteria for judgement will be content, presentation and appeal.
6. For any clarification please contact: **Ms R B Gupta (9868053554)**
   **Ms Anjali Virmani (9899348639)**

28 April 2011 (Thursday)
Advit – presenting an advertisement on the product assigned

1. Each team has to come prepared on the given topics:
   a) A hair gel that causes baldness  
b) An energy drink that saps energy  
c) Hair dryer cum popcorn maker  
d) A watch that travels in history  
e) A pill that causes memory loss  
f) A flying car

2. One topic will be given on the spot after a draw of lots. Each team will get 45 minutes to prepare.

3. Make use of light weight props (max. three). No space will be provided for keeping the props.

4. The advertisement may be in Hindi or English.

5. Recorded music is permitted.

6. Use of inappropriate language/gestures will result in disqualification of the team.

7. The criteria for judgement will be presentation, originality, impact, teamwork and co-ordination..

8. For any clarification please contact: Ms Richa Gakhar (9910043498)  
   Ms Shailja Nagpal (9810022979)

Maths Foray – THINK & PLAY

1. The two participants should not be from the same class.

2. A Mathematical game is to be made using different mathematical concepts.

3. The participants must bring their own material required for presentation.

4. Preparation and designing will be done on the spot.

5. The participants will be given one hour and 15 minutes for preparation and 15 minutes for presentation.

6. Rules and solutions of the game to be presented by the participants.

7. The criteria for judgement will be presentation and mathematical concepts.

8. For any clarification please contact: Ms Savita Mehta (9868491112)  
   Ms Charu Saxena (9811402554)

Scroll painting & Slogan writing

1. Two participants will paint on the paper scroll.

2. Paper would be provided to the other two participants for slogan writing.

3. The students will bring their own art material (pencil, eraser, sketch pens, water or poster colours, brushes, decoration material etc).

4. The criteria for judgement will be creativity, presentation and neatness.

5. For any clarification please contact: Mr S Karmakar (9811450586)  
   Ms Soma Ganguly (9810182633)

Website designing through html

1. The theme for the competition will be given on the spot.

2. The participants will have to design a website containing three web pages including the Homepage (base – Windows 7).

3. The participants will be given 1 hr 50 minutes for designing the website and ten minutes for presentation.

4. The criteria for judgement will be content and presentation.

5. For any clarification please contact: Ms Ritu Bansal (9818090621)  
   Ms Alka Arora (9818869485)

29 April 2011 (Friday)

Nukkad natak
1. The topic for the competition is 'Bhartiya Sanskriti : Parampara aur Aadhunikta ka Samanvay'.
2. The participants can only use Dholak and Dhafali.
3. The participants should wear only kurta, jeans and dupatta (of only one colour).
4. The criteria for judgement will be content, diction and presentation.
5. For any clarification please contact: **Ms Anju Arora (9811401976)**
   **Ms Tripti Makin (9811227133)**

**Sanskrit anuched lekhan**

1. The topics for the competition are:
   a) Satat Samagra Mulyankan Padhati (CCE)
   b) Bharat ki mahan vibhuti - Rabindranath Tagore
   c) Dilli ke gauravpurn 100 varsh
   d) Vidyarthis jeevan ki Chunautiyan
2. The participants can choose any topic but the two participants from a school cannot choose the same topic.
3. The word limit is 150 words.
4. The criteria for judgement will be content, spellings and handwriting,
5. For any clarification please contact: **Ms Poonam Sharma (9868177767)**
   **Dr Jyotsana Srivastava (9891290433)**

**Celebrating “international year of chemistry 2011”**

**Science symposium**

1. The topics for the competition are:
   a) Graphenes : The Wonder Material
   b) Environmental Impact of pH Balance
   c) Chemistry of Warfare
   d) Nanotechnology in Everyday Life
   e) Green Chemistry – The Road Ahead
2. The participants can choose any topic out of the five topics.
3. Each school team will comprise of two students one speaker and one helper.
4. The participants must prepare a powerpoint presentation supported by slogan/banner.
5. The powerpoint presentation should be stored in 97-2003 format saved in CD.
6. The criteria for judgement will be content, presentation skills and co-ordination.
7. For any clarification please contact: **Ms Rani Bhardwaj (9818299836)**
   **Mr Vivek Kaushik (9891403561)**